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Plugins can save settings in the Plugins Preferences Database file, which a plugin can access by calling the 
Preferences plugin. Users can also use the Preferences plugin to edit plugin settings, but it can be 
intimidating. You can find a writeup about Preferences here: 
 
https://www.rpmseattle.com/of_note/how-sibelius-plugins-store-their-settings-for-user-data/ 
 
It includes a description of transferring plugin data from one machine to another by manually editing your 
Plugin Preferences Database (which I will refer to as the Preferences file from now on), and I have 
attached that description as an appendix to this document. 
 
The Preferences file is a text file, and each user has their own copy of the file. The file is fairly easily 
corrupted. If you never look at it, it tends to fill up with data from plugins you only used one, and this will slow 
down any plugin that uses Preferences. Here is a discussion of tidying up your Preferences file: 
 
https://www.scoringnotes.com/tips/speeding-up-some-sibelius-plug-ins/ 
 
In many cases, transferring plugin settings to another user is simple enough that you can  just make a 
screenshot of a dialog, and send that to someone, and tell them to  rerun the plugin and reproduce the settings. 
 
Some plugins store a lot of data, though, (Focus Sets comes to mind), and it is a tedious process to look at 
screens of multiple presets. 
 
The plugin Transfer Plugin Settings will copy data from your Preferences file, and write a separate text 
file (the transfer file) into your default Scores folder (as set up in File>Preferences>Saving and 
Exporting).  
 

 
 
You can take that text file to another machine, copy it into the default Scores folder for the version of Sibelius 
you want, and then import the data in the transfer file into the Plugin Preferences Database on the new 
machine. 
 
Transfer Plugin Settings requires Sibelius 7.1.3 or later. 
 
Transfer Plugin Settings can only export or import the data for one plugin at a time; each plugin will 
generate a separate transfer file. In the case of Focus Sets, each score has its own set of Focus Set data, 
and you will see a separate plugin entry in the list of plugins for each score. You might want to consider 
manually editing the Preferences file if you do this a lot. 
 
Plugins usually store one set of settings for the entire plugin, and that is referred to as the "global scope". For 
such a plugin, you can run Transfer Plugin Settings to  create a transfer file, and there are no choices other 
than choosing a file name for the transfer file. Here are examples of exporting and importing data from such 
a plugin. 

https://www.rpmseattle.com/of_note/how-sibelius-plugins-store-their-settings-for-user-data/
https://www.scoringnotes.com/tips/speeding-up-some-sibelius-plug-ins/


Exporting a simple plugin 
 

 
 
The transfer file names always start with "Transfer_PS_" followed by the plugin name and .txt. The final 
dialog box will tell you where the transfer file is stored. 
 
Transfer Plugin Settings: The transfer file: 
F:\_Scores\_Sib 8 scores\Transfer_PS_Run Plugins By Name.txt was successfully written. To transfer 
to another user, copy this file into the default Sibelius scores folder for that user, then run this plugin again 
and use the Import option to import the settings. 
 
  



Importing a simple plugin 
 

 
 
  



Some plugins  will store multiple sets of data, such as the presets used by the Focus Sets plugin. The data can 
be stored in "local scopes", and there can be data both a in a global scope, and in multiple local scopes.  For 
these plugins, you will always export and usually import the global scope, but you can choose which local 
scopes to export or import.  
 
You will most often want to use all the data, but sometimes you may have you own data for a plugin 
already and just want to import one small piece from another machine, and you can do that. Be careful if you 
do this, though, and  you should always use the Import dialog's Backup option to make a copy of your 
Preferences file before importing 
 
In this example, there are 4 local scopes in the Focus Set plugin. By default all of these are selected, but it is a 
multi-selectable list box, and ctrl/cmd+click will deselect ones you do not want, and the unselected blocks will 
not be exported. (Global data will always be exported). 
 
 

 
  



Similarly, even if you had exported all the local scores, you can choose to import only some of them. In fact, you 
can chose to not import the global data as well, and only import the pieces you really want. 
 
Preferences files are text files, and can be easily corrupted, so it is good to back up your database (the plugin 
has an option for this), and it is really a good idea to clean out the data of plugins you rarely use from time to 
time, as described at the start of this document. 
 

 
 
 

Download Transfer Plugin Settings 
 
Transfer Plugin Settings requires Sibelius 7.1.3 or later, and can be installed directly using File > Plug-ins 
> Install Plug-ins > Engravers' Tools.  
  



 

Appendix 1: dump of a Plugin Preferences Database file (SibeliusPluginPreferences.dat) 
 
SIBELIUS_PLUGIN_PREFERENCES 019000 
 
# This is the Sibelius plug-in preference database file. 
# Use Preferences plug-in to edit this file. 
# [created with Preferences Release 1.17] 
 
plugin Run=`Plugins=`By=`Name 
  key Version 23000 
  array RecentPlugins 20 
    value Transfer=`Plugin=`Settings 
    value Preferences 
    value Focus=`Set 
    value Transfer=`Plugin=`Preferences 
    value Link=`Page=`Numbers=`For=`Folder=`Of=`Scores 
    value Map=`Pages=`Plus=`Blanks 
    value Trace=`Text=`Formatting 
    value Install=`New=`Minimum=`Plugin 
    value Open=`Folder=`Of=`Scores 
    value Trace=`Page=`Numbers=`Score=`and=`Parts 
    value Test 
    value Toggle=`True=`LV=`Ties 
    value Convert=`LV=`Symbols=`To=`LV=`Ties 
    value Blank=`Page=`Data=`Link=`Page=`Numbers=`Plugin 
    value Delete=`Title=`Page 
    value Flip=`Selected=`Notes 
    value Flip=`Selected=`Notes=`No=`Dialog 
    value Convert=`Spaces=`To=`Units 
    value Jazz=`Flip=`from=`Guitar=`Bend=`Line 
    value Select=`Passage 
  key fInitialFocusEditFind 1 
  key fTimePlugin 0 
  key strNumRecentMax 20 
 
 
plugin Focus=`Set-actaeonRestored 
  key Version 18600 
  key CurrentFocusSet Oboes 
  key UseNumericNameAsIndex 1 
  local FocusSet 
  scope Test=`focus=`set 
    array FocusSet 4 
      value 2~instrument.wind.flute.user.0000001 
      value 4~instrument.wind.oboe 
      value 6~instrument.wind.clarinet.bflat.user.0000002 
      value 7~instrument.wind.clarinet.bflat.user.0000002 
  scope ClarinetBassoonPiano 
    array FocusSet 5 
      value 6~instrument.wind.clarinet.bflat.user.0000002 
      value 7~instrument.wind.clarinet.bflat.user.0000002 
      value 8~instrument.wind.bassoon.user.0000003 
      value 9~instrument.keyboard.piano 
      value 10~instrument.keyboard.piano 
  scope Oboes 
    array FocusSet 2 



      value 4~instrument.wind.oboe 
      value 5~instrument.wind.oboe 
  scope WoodwindPiano 
    array FocusSet 5 
      value 1~instrument.wind.piccolo 
      value 2~instrument.wind.flute.user.0000001 
      value 3~instrument.wind.flute.user.0000001 
      value 9~instrument.keyboard.piano 
      value 10~instrument.keyboard.piano 
plugin Select=`All=`Following 
  key fSystemSelection 0 
  key fPassageSelection 1 
  key fSelectLeftovers 0 
 
plugin BackupPlugin 
  key dlg_strBackupFilePath I:\Plugin=`Backups\ 
  key dlg_strPluginpluspath 
C:\Users\Robert\AppData\Roaming\Avid\Sibelius\Plugins\Fingering=`for=`Instruments\TransferPluginSet
tings 
  key g_strPluginNoExt TransferPluginSettings 
  key dlg_strElements date=`+=`time 
  key dlg_strBackupFileExtension .bak 
  key dlg_fdateDMY true 
  key dlg_fdateMDY false 
  key dlg_fdateYMD false 
  key dlg_fTime12 false 
  key dlg_fTime24 true 
  key dlg_fSeparateSpace true 
  key dlg_fSeparateTilde false 
  key g_source 
C:\Users\Robert\AppData\Roaming\Avid\Sibelius\Plugins\Fingering=`for=`Instruments\TransferPluginSet
tings.plg 
  key g_backup I:\Plugin=`Backups\TransferPluginSettings=`21-6-
2020=`11h3m13s=`tidy=`up=`remove=`call=`to=`Preferences.bak 
 
  



Appendix 2: Transferring Plugin Settings By Manually Editing the Plugin Preferences 
Database 
 
Modifying saved records in the plugin Preferences database 
 
Finally, for the really adventurous, you can edit the Preferences data base file. You can do it in the Preferences 
plugin by choosing a plugin and using the Edit button. You can also directly edit the text file 
SibeliusPluginPreferences.dat in a text editor. If you do this, it is wise to save an unedited copy of this file 
before you mess with it. The database was never really intended for direct manipulation, but it is pretty 
straightforward to do it. 
 
Remember that if everything goes wrong, you can just delete SibeliusPluginPreferences.dat, and a 
plugin will recreate the file the next time it wants to save data. The worst that will happen is that you will lost 
the saved settings for your plugins, and in most cases they are easy to recreate, or recover from the backups 
that you are surely making… 
 
Here is an example of what the file might look like. There are some header records, then the data for each 
plugin starts with a “plugin” record, then the values for that plugin are indented below the record, and then the 
plugin data is terminated by an empty line. 
 

 
 



You might want to transfer some plugin settings from one machine to another, and this is a way you could do it. 
In the source machine, open SibeliusPluginPreferences.dat in a text editor, and find the data for the plugin you 
want to transfer. If you wanted to transfer the There It Is! settings, you would copy the text 
 

 
 

to the clipboard. Then go to your other machine, and run Preferences to make sure there is no data for that 
plugin, or that there is data you want to replace. Then edit that machine’s copy of 
SibeliusPluginPreferences.dat, and go to the end of the file, or to the place where you want to replace records. 
If replacing, delete the existing records. Paste the copied data into the database file, ensuring that you have a 
blank line at the end of it, and save it. Close and reopen Sibelius and then run the Preferences plugin, and you 
should see data for There It Is!, and if you run There It Is!, you should see the saved setting when the dialog 
appears. 
 
If you get garbage, restore your backup copy (you made one, right?) and try again, being especially careful to 
retain the indentation levels and to have a terminating final line. 
 
If you can’t get this to work, transfer settings by taking a screen shot of the plugin dialog(s) on the source 
machine, and enter the values into the same dialog on the other machine. 
 
And that is probably everything you need to know about this. 
 


